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Abstract

We propose a power optimization method considering glitch re-
duction by gate sizing. Our method reduces not only the amount of
capacitive and short-circuit power consumption but also the power
dissipated by glitches which has not been exploited previously. In
the optimization method, we improve the accuracy of statistical
glitch estimation method and device a gate sizing algorithm that
utilizes perturbations for escaping a bad local solution. The effect
of our method is verified experimentally using 12 benchmark cir-
cuits with a 0.5 �m standard cell library. Gate sizing reduces the
number of glitch transitions by 38.2 % on average and by 63.4 %
maximum. This results in the reduction of total transitions by 12.8
% on average. When the circuits are optimized for power without
delay constraints, the power dissipation is reduced by 7.4 % on
average and by 15.7 % maximum further from the minimum-sized
circuits.

1 Introduction

The dynamic power dissipation, which is the dominant source
of power dissipation, is directly related to the number of signal
transitions in a circuit. A signal transition can be classified
into two categories; a functional transition(steady-state transition)
and a spurious transition(glitch). It is well known that glitches
occupy a considerable amount in the signal transitions of a circuit.
Reference[1] indicates that the glitch power dissipation accounts
for 20% to 70%, and Ref.[2] says 7% to 43%. Also glitches are
extremely sensitive to signal propagation characteristics(delay)[3].
If we properly optimize timing characteristics such that the number
of glitches is minimized, and if the area(power) cost for the
optimization is small, we can expect that the power cost is well
overcompensated and overall power dissipation is reduced by the
glitch reduction.

Gate sizing is an effective method for delay optimization and
many solutions are proposed such as Refs.[4, 5, 6]. Gate sizing has
been utilized not only for delay optimization but also for power
optimization[7, 8, 9, 10]. The main idea of previous approaches for
power reduction is to optimize the amount of capacitive load[7, 8]
or the amount of capacitive load and short-circuit current[9, 10]
based on the transition activity information obtained beforehand.
The transition activity, however, is affected by the sizing operation,
which is not considered in the optimization. Although Ref.[10]
proposes to update the transition information a few times during
the optimization, it is not enough to fully consider the sensitivity of
glitch activity with respect to timing modification cased by a sizing
operation. None of the previous approaches explicitly optimize
the number of transitions for power reduction. In this paper, we

propose a power optimization method considering glitch reduction
by gate sizing. Our method utilizes the sensitivity for reducing
power consumed by glitches.

Our optimization method consists of two techniques; a sta-
tistical estimation method of glitch activities and an optimization
algorithm for gate sizing. For the estimation of glitch activities, we
classify glitches into two classes; generated glitches and propagat-
ing glitches. As for the generated glitches, we adopt a statistical
estimation method proposed by Lim and Soma[11]. The propagat-
ing glitches, however, are not considered in the method[11], and
therefore we have developed a statistical estimation method. The
optimization algorithm needs hill-climbing ability or perturbation
process because the power optimization is an ill-behaved problem.
A simple greedy algorithm can easily get trapped in a bad local
optimal solution. Simulated annealing, however, requires much
computational costs. We therefore devise an optimization algo-
rithm which has the ability to escape from a bad local solution
while keeping small computational costs.

The target of our optimization method is a CMOS combina-
tional circuit designed in a synchronous design style. This paper
is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the glitch estimation
method based on a statistical approach. Section 3 explains the op-
timization algorithm of gate sizing for reducing power dissipation.
Section 4 shows some experimental results of our method. Finally
Section 5 concludes the discussion.

2 Glitch Estimation Based on a Statistical Approach

In this section, we explain an estimation method for glitch activities
based on a statistical approach. Glitches can be separated into the
following two components.

generated glitches the glitches which are generated by steady-
state (non-glitch) transitions.

propagating glitches the glitches which are generated by the glitch
transitions propagating from fan-in gates.

The first component corresponds to newborn glitches at gate outputs
produced by non-glitch transitions of their input signals. Second
component corresponds to the glitches produced by glitch transi-
tions of their input signals. Second component, in other words,
represents the glitches which are generated previously at a gate in
the fan-in direction and propagate through the gate. Hereafter we
use the term ‘‘generated glitch‘‘ to refer to the first component and
the term ‘‘propagating glitch‘‘ to the second component.

As for the estimation of generated glitches, a statistical ap-
proach is proposed by Lim and Soma[11]. However, the effect
of propagating glitches are not taken into account. Some part of
the generated glitches may be immediately blocked by the fan-out
gates. Other part, however, will propagate through the circuit
before they are suppressed. Therefore the effect of the propagating
glitches cannot be neglected. In this section, we first briefly explain
the statistical method for the estimation of generated glitches[11].
We then propose an estimation method for propagating glitches.
With these two methods, we are ready to optimize the circuit for
reducing glitches.
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2.1 De�nitions

We define the primary input signal x[n], a synchronized discrete-
time logic signal as

x[n] = x(nT ) = x(t)jt=nT ; (1)

where n is an integer and T is the period of the system clock. The
signal probability P (x) and the transition density D(x) are defined
as follows[12].

P (x) = lim
k!1

1
k

kX
n=1

x[n]; (2)

D(x) = lim
k!1

1
kT

kX
n=1

jx[n]� x[n� 1]jx[0]=x0 : (3)

The switching probabilities P 00(x), P 01(x), P 10(x), P 11(x) are
the probabilities that the signal of gate x changes as 0 ! 0, 0 ! 1,
1 ! 0, 1 ! 1, respectively. These probabilities have the following
relations.

P
00(x) + P

01(x) + P
10(x) + P

11(x) = 1; (4)

P
01(x) = P

10(x) =
D(x)

2
; (5)

P
11(x) + P

10(x) = P (x): (6)

Transition rate R(x) is defined as

R(x) = lim
t!1

nx(t)

t
; (7)

where nx(t) is the number of transitions of x(t) between a time
interval of length t. The total power dissipation PW , including
short-circuit power dissipation, is represented as follows.

PW =
1
2

nX
i

PWtableR(i); (8)

where n is the number of gates and PWtable is the energy that is
consumed when the output changes. The values of PWtable are
given by look-up tables which includes the power dissipated by the
short-circuit current. The look-up tables are two-dimension tables
with load capacitance and input transition time as variables and
they are characterized beforehand by circuit simulation. We use
Eq.(8) as the object function of power optimization.

2.2 Estimation of Generated Glitches

We briefly explain the estimation method for generated glitches
based on a statistical approach[11]. The condition for glitch
generation is to hold the following two conditions simultaneously.

Condition 1 The input pattern !k is the pattern which can cause
glitches.

Condition 2 The interval time � between successive transitions at
different inputs is larger than the delay � .

We calculate the probability satisfying Condition 1 and the
probability satisfying Condition 2 separately. The pattern proba-
bility Ppatt(!k) is the probability that the input pattern !k occurs.
The propagation probability Pprop(!k) is the probability that the
input pattern !k satisfies Condition 2, and can be represented as
follows:

Pprop(!k) =

Z Z
Ak

f(�)f(�)d�d�; (9)

where � and � are the arrival times of the respective signals in
!k, f is the distribution function which represents the number of
transitions as a function of arrival time, and Ak is the area which
satisfies Condition 2 in the �� � space(Example, Fig. 1).

As for the distribution function f , it is known that the distri-
bution becomes normal(N(m;�)) when the number of paths is
sufficiently large[11]. It however needs much computing resource
to decide m and � using a full path search algorithm. We there-
fore assume that the distribution is uniform thereby avoiding a
lengthy computation of f . The simplified distribution function f is
represented as follows:

f(t) =
1

�max � �min

� fU(t� �min)� U(t� �max)g ; (10)

where �max is the latest arrival time and �min is the fastest arrival
time. We will experimentally demonstrate that the simplified
distribution function f is a reasonable approximation in Section4.
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Figure 1: Surface integral area of the distribution function f .
Parameters �min(�min) and �max(�max) represent the

earliest and the latest arrival times respectively.
Parameter ��(�� ) represents the delay time of signal �(�).

Using Ppatt and Pprop, generated glitch rate Rgen(i) is repre-
sented as follows.

Rgen(i) = fclk �
X
k

fPprop(!k) � Ppatt(!k)g : (11)

2.3 Estimation of Propagating Glitches

We define the propagating glitch rate Rprop(x) as follows:

Rprop(x) = lim
t!1

nprop x(t)

t
; (12)

where nprop x(t) is the number of propagating glitches at the gate
x between a time interval of length t. From the definitions, total
transition rate R can be represented using D, Rgen, Rprop, fclk as
follows:

R(x) = fclk �D(x) + 2 � fRgen(x) +Rprop(x)g: (13)

The multiplication factor of two in the second term comes from
that a single glitch causes two transitions.

Now, we explain an estimation method of the propagating
glitch rate Rprop. If the inputs of a gate have no correlation with
each other and there is sufficient time interval between the input
transitions, the following equation holds at any gates[12].

R(y) =

nX
i=1

P (
@y

@xi
)R(xi); (14)
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where xi is the i-th input of the gate, y is the output and n is the
total number of inputs. From the definition of Rprop, if the glitches
at the inputs have no correlation and have sufficient time interval
between the transitions, Rprop can be represented as follows.

Rprop(y) =

nX
i=1

P (
@y

@xi
) � fRgen(xi) +Rprop(xi)g: (15)

In the case of 2-input AND gate, Eq. (15) is represented as follows.

Rprop(y) = P (b) � fRgen(a) +Rprop(a)g (16)

+P (a) � fRgen(b) +Rprop(b)g:

Using Eq. (6), Eq. (16) is transformed to:

Rprop(y)=fP
11(b) + P

10(b)g � fRgen(a) +Rprop(a)g (17)

+fP 11(a) + P
10(a)g � fRgen(b) +Rprop(b)g:

Equation (15) assumes that there is sufficient time interval
between the transitions, so this equation overestimates propagating
glitches. There is a possibility that the overestimation of propagating
glitches at each gate causes an excessive overestimation along with
the signal propagation. Therefore we should estimate the lower
bound of propagating glitches. Let us consider the situation that a
glitch comes from the input A in a 2-input AND gate (Fig.2). If the
input B retains high, the glitch propagates through the gate. If the
input B keeps low, the glitch never propagate through the gate. But
if there is a transition at the input B, glitch propagation through the
gate depends on the timing of the transitions. In order to take the
lower bound of the estimation, we neglect the timing-dependent
glitch propagation. Therefore the estimation of the propagating
glitch rate becomes:

minfRprop(y)g=P
11(b) � fRgen(a) +Rprop(a)g (18)

+P 11(a) � fRgen(b) +Rprop(b)g:

The above equation is obtained by setting P 10 in Eq. (17) to be
zero. Similar discussion can be made for other kinds of gates.

We can therefore calculate the lower bound of the propagating
glitch rate Rprop from Eq. (15) as:

Rprop(y) =

nX
i=1

fRgen(xi) +Rprop(xi)g � P (
@y

@xi
)

���
P 10=P 01=0

:

(19)
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Figure 2: The condition which allows a glitch propagating through
a 2-input AND gate.

3 Optimization Algorithm for Gate Sizing

Given the estimation of glitch transitions together with functional
transitions, we now have a good measure of overall power dis-
sipation. We execute discrete (cell-based) gate sizing for power
optimization of a CMOS combinational circuit using the estimation
method. Gate sizing does not affect functional transitions, whereas
it does affect glitch transitions considerably, which will be shown
later in our experiment. Resizing of a gate may generate a glitch
which propagates throughout the circuit, it may be immediately
blocked by the next gate. Therefore, power optimization by gate
sizing is an ill-behaved problem. A simple greedy algorithm or
numerical optimization may easily be trapped in a bad local op-
timal solution. Hill-climbing or perturbation, such as simulated
annealing, is necessary to escape from a bad sub-optimal solution.
Simulated annealing, however, requires numerous calculations of
objective functions (power estimation in this case), and hence the
computing cost is prohibitively high. We therefore develop the
following heuristic algorithm which has both the merit of rapid
convergence and the ability to get out of a bad local solution.

Process 1: At each gate, evaluate the sensitivity of the objective
function by resizing the gate.

Process 2: Select gates according to the sensitivity and resize
them. The number of resized gate is at most Max Change.
If there are no gates which has the sensitivity of reducing the
object function, the optimization procedure finishes.

Process 3: If the iteration count goes over a pre-defined value
Max Iteration, the optimization procedure finishes. Re-
duce Max Change by a factor of Reduce Rate and go
back to Process 1.

In the case of power optimization, the object function is Eq. (8).
As Eq. (8) includes short-circuit power dissipation, the power op-
timization considering overall power dissipation can be executed.
We evaluate the sensitivity of the objective function both for sizing-
up and sizing-down operations (Process 1). Here we define that the
positive direction in sensitivity implies the direction of improve-
ment in the objective function. We resize gates in Process 2. If the
number of gates with positive sensitivity exceeds Max Change,
Max Change gates are resized according to the sensitivity from
the highest. If the number of gates with positive sensitivity is less
than Max Change, all positive gates are resized. Since we resize
at mostMax Change gates at a time, there is no guarantee that the
overall resizing results in the improvement of the objective func-
tion. The evaluated sensitivity for each gate is only valid for single
resizing of the corresponding gate. This simultaneous resizing is
regarded as a perturbation to the circuit. The amount of perturbation
is reduced as the number of Max Change is decreased through
the iteration.

In the beginning of the optimization, i.e., when Max Change
is large, many gates are resized simultaneously. In this case, the
amount of perturbation is large, and solution space is expected to be
explored globally. Parameter Max Change is gradually reduced
at the rate of Reduce Rate, and the amount of perturbation
decreases. The gradual reduction of Max Change has a similar
role to the temperature reduction in simulated annealing. The ratio
of reduction can control the speed of convergence and the search
area of solutions. At the final stage, Max Change becomes
small and this algorithm behaves like a greedy algorithm. A
greedy algorithm is suitable for finding a local optimal solution,
which merit is exploited in our algorithm at the final stage. With
the help of the perturbation and the greediness, we can expect
to reach to a good solution quickly. Tuning the parameters,
Max Iteration, Max Change, and Reduce Rate can adjust
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the amount of perturbations and convergence speed. Consequently
we can control the computation time and quality of the solution.

In the case of power optimization under delay constraints, we
first optimize the circuit for satisfying the delay constraints. The
delay optimization is executed by our algorithm using the delay
time as the object function. Then the circuit is optimized for
reducing power dissipation. The procedure of optimization under
delay constraints is the same with the procedure without delay
constraints except for the following two points. In Process 1, we
calculate the sensitivity only when the sizing does not violate delay
constraints. In Process 2, we resize at most Max Change gates
at once, so there is a possibility that timing violation occurs. If
timing violation occurs, the circuit is delay-optimized until the
delay constraint is satisfied in Process 2.

4 Experimental Results

In this section, we first verify the accuracy of our glitch estimation
method experimentally. Next we evaluate the effectiveness of our
optimization algorithm compared with other algorithms. Finally
we show the experimental result of power optimization and demon-
strate that reducing glitch by gate sizing is an effective approach for
power reduction. The circuits used for the experiments are taken
from ISCAS85 and LGSynth93 benchmark sets(See Table 1).
These circuits are synthesized and mapped by a commercial logic
synthesis tool. The target library is a 0.5 �m standard cell library
which is used for actual fabrication. The library includes basic and
complex gates. Buffer and inverter have six varieties in the driving
strength and other gates have three varieties. We adopt a wire load
model that the wire load is calculated as a linear function of fanout.
Coefficients of the linear function are statistically extracted from
a detailed routed layout of C7552 circuit. The transition density
D and signal probability P at each gate are calculated by logic
simulation. Input patterns are randomly generated with a signal
probability of 0.5. The number of applied patterns is 1000, which
is the adequate number for the power estimation at circuit level[2].
The cycle time of the input patterns is 100ns, which is a sufficient
time for all benchmark circuits to finish the behavior. The constants
Max Iteration, Reduce Rate and initial Max Change are set
to 50, 0.90, 0.4�(number of gates), respectively.

First we examine the validity of the simplified uniform distri-
bution function f which is used for generated glitch estimation. In
order to access the effect of the distribution function, we investigate
the normalized surface integral area of f for Pprop computation. In
the case of Fig. 1, the area is calculated as A1+A2

(�max��min)�(�max��min)
.

We compute all the normalized surface integral areas for every
input pattern !k at all gates in C3540 circuit. The distribution of
the normalized surface integral area is shown in Fig. 3. We can see
that the most of the area is either close to zero or one. The area
close to zero means that the fastest and the latest arrival times are
so close that there is little possibility of glitch generation. The area
close to one means that the fastest and the latest arrival times are so
apart that glitch generation is most likely to occur. The area below
0.05 and above 0.95 occupy 71 % of the total cases. Other circuits
also have the same feature and the average percentage of this area
is 65.7% over 12 benchmark circuits. In these cases, the shape of
the distribution function f has little effect on Pprop. Therefore we
can observe that the assumption of the distribution function being
uniform is a reasonable approximation.

Now we examine the accuracy of our glitch estimation method.
We estimate the number of glitch transitions at every node in a
circuit and compare it to the value obtained by logic simulation.
We estimate the glitch transitions in the following two ways.

Conventional Method Only generated glitches are estimated
(equivalent to [11] except for the simplified calculation
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Figure 3: The distribution of the normalized surface integral area
of f (C3540).

of f function).

Proposed Method Both generated and propagating glitches are
estimated.

Fig. 4 shows the accuracy comparison of glitch estimation between
the conventional method and the proposed method in des circuit.
The horizontal axis represents the number of glitches estimated by
logic simulation. The vertical axis represents the number of glitches
estimated by the conventional method or the proposed method. The
correlation coefficient is calculated between simulated values and
estimated values. The correlation coefficient of the proposed
method is 0.90, whereas the coefficient of the conventional method
is 0.48 in des circuit. The average correlation coefficients of
the proposed method over 12 benchmark circuits are 0.81 and the
coefficients of the conventional method is 0.59.
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Figure 4: Accuracy comparison of glitches between conventional
and proposed method (des).
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Next we examine the effectiveness of our optimization algo-
rithm. We compare the proposed optimization algorithm with a
simple greedy algorithm and the simulated annealing method. The
simple greedy algorithm calculates the sensitivity for all gates and
resize a single gate with the largest sensitivity. After resizing
the gate, the sensitivity of each gate is recomputed. If there are
no gates which reduces the object function, the optimization loop
finishes. The simple greedy algorithm is the same with the pro-
posed algorithm in the case that Max Change, Reduce Rate
and Max Iteration are set to 1, 1.0 and 1 respectively. The
simulated annealing method is implemented as follows. A recon-
figuration(move) is to select a gate randomly and resizing the gate
to a size which is randomly decided. As for annealing schedule,
we hold temperature T constant during 100�(number of gates)
reconfigurations or 10�(number of gates) successful reconfigura-
tions. The temperature is decreased by the factor of 0.90. Table
1 shows the comparison of the optimization algorithms. The ex-
periment is carried out using Eq.(8) as the object function. The
column ‘‘Reduction’’ represents the percentage of the power re-
duction from the minimum-sized circuits estimated by our glitch
estimation method and Eq.(8). The column ‘‘Time’’ indicates CPU
times for the optimization on a SUN Ultra2. In ex5p circuit, the
greedy algorithm is trapped into a bad local solution and hence
the reduction remains 18.7%, whereas the simulated annealing
and proposed methods achieve more than 30 % reduction. The
proposed algorithm reduces the power dissipation by 13.0% on
average, whereas the greedy algorithm reduces by 11.1%. Also
the CPU time spent for the proposed method is 55% of that for
the greedy algorithm on average. Compared with the simulated
annealing, the proposed algorithm can find a solution close to that
of the simulated annealing, while spending only 0.4% of the CPU
time on average.

Table 1: Comparison of Optimization Algorithms.
Circuit Greedy S.A. Proposed NO.

Reduc- Time Reduc- Time Reduc- Time of
tion(%) (s) tion(%) (s) tion(%) (s) Gates

C3540 10.0 97 10.2 8956 10.0 60 525
C5315 15.2 279 15.9 24148 15.7 111 721
apex3 12.5 156 15.2 47139 14.2 105 750
pair 4.1 94 4.1 16789 4.1 75 841
alu4 14.4 424 15.0 42168 14.4 206 889
ex5p 18.7 544 32.3 65792 31.2 175 986

C7552 6.1 216 7.5 41258 7.5 163 1098
i10 6.7 551 8.2 88864 7.7 212 1165

misex3 15.1 335 17.0 34075 16.2 158 1165
apex2 13.3 550 15.4 77869 14.7 254 1254

seq 14.1 697 16.8 85496 16.1 325 1374
des 3.2 810 4.7 98524 4.0 662 1608

average 11.1 - 13.5 - 13.0 - -

Next we will examine to what extent we can reduce glitches by
gate sizing. In this case, the objective function is the sum of tran-
sition rate as Object =

Pn

i
R(i), where n is the number of gates.

Initial circuits consist of the minimum-sized gates. Before and after
minimizing the number of transitions, we examine the number of
transitions by logic simulation. Figure 5 shows the percentage of
the number of transitions compared to the total transitions of the
minimum-sized circuits. The white bars correspond to functional
transitions. The sum of gray and black bars represents the glitch
transitions in the minimum-sized circuits. The glitch transitions
of the optimized circuits correspond to the gray bars. Hence the
black bars represents the amount of glitch reduction by gate sizing.
Glitch transitions occupy 51.3 % of total transitions maximum and
33.8% on average. Timing optimization by gate sizing can reduce
glitch transitions by 63.4 % maximum and 38.2 % on average.

This reduction directly leads to the decrease in the total transition
counts. The average reduction of the total transitions by gate sizing
is 12.8 %.
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Figure 5: Toggle Reduction.

Now we will show the result of power optimization. The
objective function is Eq. (8) which represents dynamic power
dissipation including short-circuit power dissipation. We can
optimize circuits considering overall power dissipation. First,
we execute power optimization without any delay constraints.
Initial circuits consist of the minimum-sized gates. The result is
summarized in Table 2. Power dissipation is calculated based
on the transition counts obtained by logic simulation. Column
‘‘Area Increase’’ indicates the increase of total amount of cell area.
‘‘Toggle Reduction’’ shows the reduction of transitions which
consists of both functional and glitch transitions. Value ‘‘Power
Reduction’’ is different from that of Table 1 because the value in
Table 1 is based on our estimation of glitch activities whereas the
value in Table 2 is obtained by logic simulation. From the table,
we can see that the proposed method reduces the total number of
transitions by 10.7 % with the expense of 6.8 % area increase on
average, which results in the power reduction of 7.4 % on average
and 15.7 % maximum further from the minimum-sized circuits. It
is notable that the delay is also reduced in all circuits, although
we do not include delay in the objective function nor constraints.
The percentage of delay reduction is 21.5% on average. Glitch
reduction has an aspect of path balancing. In this experiment, we
use the minimum-sized circuits as starting points, and hence the
path balancing is enforced by reducing longer path delays, which
leads to the reduction of the critical path delay.

Finally we present the result of power optimization under delay
constraints and compare the result with those of conventional
methods. We optimize the circuit C5315 under a variety of delay
constraints. The circuit is optimized in the following three methods.

Delay Optimization optimize delay only and do not care about
power dissipation.

Conventional Power Optimization optimize power dissipation
based on the transition information of the initial circuit
throughout the optimization process.

Proposed Method optimize power dissipation by the proposed
method.

After the optimization, power dissipation is evaluated by logic
simulation. The power-delay trade-off curve of each method is
shown in Fig. 6. The minimum-sized circuit is located near the
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Table 2: Power reduction with no delay constraints.
Power Delay Area Toggle

Circuit Reduction Reduction Increase Reduction
(%) (%) (%) (%)

C3540 10.1 12.5 5.1 11.3
C5315 13.5 11.8 7.0 17.1
apex3 0.0 32.6 8.2 6.2
pair 2.8 22.8 3.9 3.1
alu4 8.3 34.6 3.9 11.1
ex5p 15.7 23.0 26.0 25.7

C7552 8.9 19.6 3.2 9.9
i10 8.8 17.0 5.4 10.7

misex3 10.3 14.5 5.2 14.5
apex2 4.8 24.1 5.2 8.8

seq 4.9 34.8 4.9 8.2
des 0.8 10.5 3.4 2.3

average 7.4 21.5 6.8 10.7

top right corner of the figure. Achievable delay times by the three
methods are the same. The fastest circuits by the three methods have
8.9 nsec delay time. However the power dissipation is different and,
as expected, the proposed method provides the lowest. Because
the reduction of the delay time and path balancing lie in the same
direction, it is seen that delay reduction does not increase power
dissipation so much. Indeed, the fastest circuit obtained by the delay
optimization method has the total cell area 13 % larger than that of
the minimum-sized circuit, while the power dissipation is almost
the same as that of the minimum-sized circuit. Corresponding
increase in capacitive load is compensated by the reduction of glitch
activity which is a by-product of the delay optimization. Explicitly
exploiting the possibility of glitch reduction, the proposed method
further reduces the power dissipation by more than 11% except for
the case with the tightest constraint(8.9ns). We can see that the
gate sizing considering glitch reduction is an effective method for
power reduction.
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Figure 6: Power-Delay Trade-Off Curve (C5315).

5 Conclusion

We propose a power optimization method by gate sizing. Our
method optimizes not only the amount of capacitive load and
short-circuit current but also the number of glitch transitions. The
effect of our method is experimentally verified using 12 benchmark
circuits with a 0.5 �m standard cell library. By gate sizing, glitch

transitions are reduced by 38.2 % on average, which results in the
reduction of total transitions by 12.8 %. The power dissipation is
reduced by 7.4 % on average and by 15.7 % maximum from the
minimum-sized circuits.
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